Modification of saccade-contingent visual mislocalization by the presence of a visual frame of reference.
The effect of three kinds of background visual field on saccade-contingent mislocalization was compared so as to explore the critical factor responsible for visual stability during saccadic eye movements. A large mislocalization observed in the dark (DARK condition) was substantially decreased when a faint frame pattern was projected against the dark background (FRAME condition) as well as when the background screen being illuminated (LIGHT condition). Large mislocalization in the DARK condition occurred both when targets were presented just before the beginning of a saccade and when they were presented at the end of the saccade, irrespective of the position at which the target was presented. In contrast, in the FRAME and LIGHT conditions, mislocalization appeared to depend on target position. Mislocalization of targets presented immediately before the saccade onset diminished when they were presented near the saccade goal, whereas mislocalization of targets presented at the end of the saccade diminished when they were presented near the original fixation point. It was concluded from these results that the subject made use of the frame and the illuminated background as a visual cue for exocentric localization of the target, and that a saccade-contingent shift of visual attention was involved in producing the selective diminution of mislocalization observed in FRAME and LIGHT conditions.